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Nov 6 – Nov 8

Rhyd Ddu, Snowdonia

Grid ref SH570 527 

Half a Century of ClimbingHalf a Century of ClimbingHalf a Century of ClimbingHalf a Century of Climbing

Since the last newsletter we have had the AGM,

Christmas Dinner, a training day, and record

attendances at meets. Well a record that is for recent

years. Being a relative ‘newby’ in the club (I joined

around the millennium), I can’t speak for earlier in the

club’s history, but I have heard that the procedure for

pulling names out of a hat to decide who should

attend meets, was well established some decades ago.

In the article on page 2, Bill Ruthven has recounted the

start of the club and highlights of the first meet –

which seem to have involved late night driving,

drinking and wet weather [no change there then!].

But, how have meets evolved over the decades? Let’s

hear some your stories of meets over the last five

decades. When did you make your first foray into the

mountains with the club? How was it for you? Which

hut did you visit? Did it rain all weekend? How much

did it cost? Did you have a great time? What enticed

you to come back for more?

In the next newsletter, to coincide with the 50th

anniversary of the Club, let’s have 50 reminiscences of

first meets. It will be interesting to compare views of

first meets from different decades. So over the next

few months, as you look out your photos for the club

calendar, please take the time to write a paragraph

about your first meet and send it to me by email (or

post) - see back page for contact details.

Some members may remember that to mark the 40th

anniversary, the club’s first calendar was produced. At

the time it was declared to be a ‘one-off’, but, such

was its success that one has been produced each year

since then. Thanks to Moira (Gainey).
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Thanks also to the other Moira (Domican) for energising the

club’s Facebook page. We were probably one of the first

climbing clubs to use Yahoo! for messages between club

members – indeed at a BMC workshop for club

committees, a couple of years ago, the ACC was one of only

a handful of clubs to use Yahoo! Most had no use of social

media, but a few used Facebook as their main

communication medium - mostly the clubs with younger

members.

This is the year that ACC’s Facebook page has come alive.

Barely a day goes by without there being several posts

(messages). Not only do those with Facebook accounts get

sent invites to events - such as meets, but it is also used for

posting photographs – see p 13. Hardly any photos are

posted on Yahoo! these days. So if you have a Facebook

account and would like to see what is happening please

contact one of the committee to be invited to the party.

See page 4 for 2016 meets
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The Origins of the Aylesbury Climbing Club 

 

Just before Christmas 1965, a brief note appeared in the 
Bucks herald to the effect that someone was trying to form a 
Climbing Club, and inviting anyone interested to contact him. 

As a result, a small group of us met in the bar at the King’s 
Head to discuss the matter.  Jeff Shaw, who was responsible 
for the notice, told us about an Aylesbury Mountaineering 
Club that had existed some years earlier.  The local 
Educational Authority had taken an interest in this, and even 
provided generous financial assistance.  However, as might 
have been guessed, their motives were not purely altruistic, 
and soon they started demanding their pound of flesh.  
Basically, they wanted members to take local students to the 
hills, and teach them to climb.  After this had gone on for 
some time, attendance at meets dwindled, and eventually 
the club was wound up. 

Jeff was determined that this would not happen again, and 
insisted from the outset that a different name should be used.  
And so the Aylesbury Climbing Club was formed.  Jeff became 
Hon Secretary, Bob O’Hara was Hon Treasurer and I was 
Chairman. 

The first meet might have easily been the last.  It was 
anticipated that half a dozen or more people would be 
coming, and, with few of them owning cars, it seemed that 
the best thing would be to hire a van so that we could all 
travel together.  The hiring was arranged by Bob, who was the 
sole insured driver.  After all the hopes, the total turnout was 
four- Bob, Jeff, Pete Shewe and me.  As I lived some ten miles 
north of Aylesbury, I was the last person to be picked up, and 
the others came in for a quick beer before we left. 

Eventually, all on board, we set off for Snowdonia, soon 
stopping for a final pint before time was called somewhere 
near Buckingham.  It looked like being a long slow journey. 

As Bob drove, the rest of us dozed away in the back of the 
van, being shaken into wakefulness when Bob was stopped 
by the police.  Somehow or other, he had managed to go  the 
wrong way on a roundabout or something, which was not 
very clever in view of the patrol car parked nearby.  The 
occupants of this seemed amused by the fact that a Scotsman 
with an Irish accent was driving from England to Wales!  Not 
so amused that they forgot to charge him with careless 
driving; fortunately breathalysers weren’t introduced until 
1967. 

As the night progressed, we continued heading north west 
and stopped at a cafe for refreshments where Bob declared 
he was too tired to drive any further.  As the only other person 
with a licence, I was volunteered to take over.  I carried on 
until I, too, started dozing somewhere near Betwys y Coed, so 
Bob took over for the last stage to “Willies Bunkhouse” in 
Ogwen where we were booked in to stay.  It was about 
4.30am  when we arrived. 

Surprisingly, we were up reasonably early so decided to start 
the day by climbing nearby Y Garn (3014 feet).  With appalling 
weather there was no incentive for hanging around, and we 
were back in the valley again before “time” had been called 
for lunchtime opening.  Four quick rounds of beer with 
(purely medicinal) whisky chasers helped to cheer us up, and 
then it was back to the bunkhouse to catch up on our beauty 
sleep. 

I had arranged to meet some friends in the Vaynol Arms in the 
evening, so later we made our way there, then afterwards to 
a party in a cottage a few miles away.  Leaving this in the early 
hours, we scraped the wall in the narrow lane, and then, next 
day,  Bob bumped a car in Llanberris.  It turned out to be a 
most expensive weekend and we decided never to hire a 
vehicle again; however, the club survived! 

 

Those were the days before E numbers were invented (either 
for climbing or eating) and VS was just about the hardest 
grade.  Everest had only been climbed by a couple of dozen 
people, and many of the world’s highest mountain summits 
remained unvisited. 

Over the years the club has had a very changing population, 
many members leaving the UK to live abroad, particularly 
Canada.  In fact, I once received a Christmas card from Canada 
addressed to “The UK branch of the Aylesbury Climbing Club”. 
(To be continued.)      

Bill Ruthven 

 

For the next edition, tell us about your first meet … How was it for you? What made you come back for more?  
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Dear ACC 

The weather is here and wish you were beautiful! My good 
friend Steve and I are treating ourselves to an extra day’s 
climbing at the seaside. The weekend’s chilly easterly wind 
has abated, the sun’s come out and it promises to be a great 
day. So why am I still on edge? Maybe it’s to do with the 
seagull staring at me from high up on the cliff. It’s right on 
our route, not budging, just glaring at us as though to say 
“this is my rock, go find another!” Can you get psyched out 
by a beaky thing with feathers – well I guess so. 

After much procrastinating we’ve abbed in to do Rock Idol, 
E1 5b, at Mother (S)Careys Kitchen. All the old delaying 
tactics were used, “tides not out, so let’s have some lunch”, 
“just checking the route” (despite it being hidden from view 
from both sides of the top of the cliff), “Ab landing looks a 
bit jagged”. Finally we braved the 40m abseil down Brazen 
Buttress – it’s not overhanging but feels mighty steep. At the 
bottom if you look behind the buttress you realise it’s 
virtually fully detached from the main cliff – like a thick wall 
with a 10ft cap spanning between it and the headland, and 
forming a massive vertical archway. Impressive scenery, 
more so when you realise there is a route running up inside 
of the arch. 

Hopping across the jumble of large boulders we can now see 
the route and that pesky bird and its partner. My 
conservationist's voice says it could be nesting (drat!), my 
climbing voice says the route’s clean and dry (tempting!) 
and Steve, the voice of reason, says “it’s just a herring gull 
and they’re not rare”. I’ve been found out. It’s not the bird 
that’s psyching me out it’s the thought of my first E1 lead in 
15 years and at a full 5b – a grade I’ve not led before. “In my 
day it was HVS 5b” says Steve the voice of reason. Great 
there go my bragging rights!  

No more dithering now as I chunter my way up the first 
awkward layback corner. A few “what am I doing here’s?” 
later I reach a sloping ledge. A short pause and then on up a 
steep pocketed 30ft wall, with plenty of arm-aching and 
talking to myself. A thank-god leaning semi-rest below one 
crux – a blocky overhang. Now that UKC article about 
mindsets and controlled breathing comes into its 
own.....”WATCH ME HERE”!!!, I entreat of my ever-so 
patient partner below. Traversing right on underclings and 
delicate footwork allow a chance to carefully reach (i.e. 
fairly desperate lunge) over the bulge and heave up onto a 

Rock Idol, E1 5b, at Mother 
(S)Careys Kitchen, 
Pembroke  20th April 2015
The weather is here and 
wish you were beautiful!  
Rock idols  ~ Diccon 
Proctor & Steve Newman 

Aylesbury Climbing 
Club

The Broad Leys
Aylesbury

UK
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half decent rest on a shallow cave. A bit more mind control 
(“bloody, bloody hell”) before committing to the next crux: 
a bulge split by a crack with some thuggy moves to gain 
another exposed rightwards traverse across a sloping wall, 
(“C’mon, c’mon, doing ok”). Then the strain eases and a final 
blocky section leads to....the gull. 

“Oh give over” - I’m almost there and almost spent of 
energy. I squawk agitatedly in my best gull-speak that he’s 
in the way and would he mind terribly clearing off. He gets 
my drift and flies away with a disgruntled look. A semi-
mantleshelf (aka flop) sees me on the small square gulls 

ledge – there’s no nest, there’s no eggs, there’s no more 
gull, only a weary climber satisfied with his days work. We 
top out and like all good climbers put the world to rights 
while packing away. Behind us the gull settles back on its 
ledge wondering what on earth that weird thing with the 
undecipherable seagull accent was on about.........see boyo 
I’m a Welsh bird.  

“Oh I do like to be beside the seaside” – roll on Bosigran in 
October!       

Diccon Proctor

Turn to  page 8 for the answers 
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The GR5 stretches from Lake Geneva to Nice with several 
‘official’ variants.  It is a stunning walk crossing the Haute 
Savoie (e.g. Chamonix, Mont Blanc), Savoie (e.g. Vanoise 
National Park), Hautes-Alpes (e.g. Briancon, Ecrins 
National Park), Alpes de Haute-Provence and the Alpes 
Maritime.  It’s around 400 miles with over 35,000 metres 
of ascent. 

   Together with my friend Pat, the plan in 2013 was to 
walk the whole route in 27–30 days, staying in a variety 
of refuges, gites and the occasional hotel, avoiding the 
need to carry a tent.  The schedule would be reasonably 
challenging, (like climbing Ben Nevis everyday) but 

allowing time to really enjoy the scenery and the whole 
experience.  

We set out in August which can be busy so had booked 
the first 12 days of accommodation in advance.  With the 
exception of our first couple of days we pretty much had 
perfect weather with every day providing beautiful and 
varied mountain scenery.  We were having an amazing 
time and felt privileged to have the opportunity to be 
where we were and doing what we loved best.  The ‘real’ 
world faded into insignificance. 

Unfortunately, it all went wrong when I fell on day 11 and 
broke my wrist.  The trip was over for that year.  I was 
devastated.  Pat was philosophical.  We made a promise 
to return to the same place the following year and finish 
the walk. 

So, in August 2014, following a complicated journey of 
car, plane, train, bus 
and taxi to get back 
to the point where it 
had all gone wrong, 
we started again. We 
had several days 
accommodation 
booked so slipped 
easily back into that 
wonderful zone of 
quiet minds and 
active bodies for the 
next 21 days.   

With the exception of a few days, we had good weather 
and really enjoyed the stunning scenery which changes 
significantly as you walk south.  

GR 5: Lake Geneva to Nice 2013 & 2014   -  Jackie Newman 
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The snowy peaks gradually give way to lush green 
summits before reaching the sparser rocky tops as you 
approach the Mediterranean. 

  We deliberately chose the longer and much tougher 
variant and finished in Menton by an exceptionally steep 
and rough descent that took us straight down and then 
into the sea. 

It’s not my plan to write about the detail of every day but 
hope the pictures give a feel of our amazing walk.  I have 
some great memories: friendly people met along the 
way; fields of alpine flowers; myrtle tarts; cows with bells; 
very scary dogs (just once); great food (and wine); 
amazing wildlife; restful lunches in the sun; that 
wonderful tired feeling you get at the end of a hard day; 
refuges in remote and beautiful places; a celebratory 
glass or two of Prosecco.   

I hope this inspires some of you to do part or all of it.  If 
so, please get in touch, as I’d love to share more. 

Jackie Newman 

Welsh 3000’s/15 Peaks – 18th July 2015

Having failed at an attempt of this challenge 6 or 7 years 
ago, I have always considered it to be unfinished 
business. I put the idea of making another attempt during 
the upcoming family meet to a few friends at the club, 
and (in hindsight probably regretfully) three of them said 
yes. They were Adam Gough, Adam Craig and Phil 
Simpkin. 

Come the time of the meet, the logistics were sorted, the 
exact route was planned, the weather looked reasonable 
and the excuses should any of us fail were already lined 
up.  

These excuses included: 

Me - Only 5 ½ hours sleep in the last 48 hours and having 
an ever increasingly serious case of man flu. 

Phil - Lack of fitness, sore knee, lack of sleep due to a 
tough week at work. 

Gough - Excuses…….? What’s the worst that can 
happen!!!??? 

Craig - Didn’t take enough food, shouldn’t have carried so 
much food, I should have worn approach shoes instead of 
big boots, I should have worn big boots instead of 
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approach shoes, I should have taken a bigger bag/ smaller 
bag, carried more water/ less water, I should have worn 
thicker/ thinner socks … etc etc for those of you that 
know Adam you get the idea. 

Anyway, its 4am at Pen-y-Pass car park and off we go, 
head torches on, heading up the Pyg track in the direction 
of Crib Goch. We quickly catch and pass a team of six 
ahead of us and reach the ridge, which is hidden by low 
cloud, just as it is getting light.  

Crib Goch, Garnedd Ugain and the summit of Snowdon all 
come and go steadily enough but on the descent from 
Snowdon I get a twinge of cramp in my right calf muscle. 
I start thinking to myself surely not again (cramp is what 
caused me to fail at my first attempt…. it’s like this 
challenge has got it in for me!). As we continue 
downwards towards our exit point from the ridge 
towards Nant Peris it is clear that the cramp in my calves 
is not going to go away and is getting progressively worse. 
I stretch and massage my calves but to no avail, and start 
thinking the game is over for me before we even get off 
the first range of mountains…. I feel very despondent and 
quite frustrated at the thought. 

Thankfully, having 
learned from my 
previous attempt and 
numerous running 
challenges I have done 
since, I thought to take a 
small bottle of salt 
tablets with me. I take a 
couple of these and we 
start making the steady 
descent towards Nant 
Peris where I know we 
are meeting Fiona Leach 

who will have our first lot of food and water in her car. I 
think to myself I will see how the descent goes and make 
a decision on whether to carry on before we set off for 
the next range of mountains…. the Glyders. We reach 
Nant Peris at 8am and the cramp in my calves has eased 
considerably, the salt tablets seemed to have done the 
trick. 

During the 5 minutes we wait for Fiona to arrive with the 
food Phil decides it would be a good time for a bit of a lie 
down. As Fiona arrives we wander over to her car but Phil 
doesn’t get up and follow us. Gough goes back to stir Phil 
into life only to find that he is fast asleep… unbelievable, 
he’s only been there for 5 minutes! We top up with food 
and water and set off on the long slog up to the summit 
of Elidir Fawr. 

After 20 minutes of climbing there is still no sign of the 
cramp coming back and I’m feeling strong again…… I am 
happy to be back in the game!  

But it is clear now that Phil is suffering a bit. His pace has 
slowed and he is not his usual cheeky wisecracking self. 
The lack of sleep and a tough week at work are clearly 
catching up with him. We offer some gentle words of 
encouragement to him such as ‘Man the F**k up’ and 
‘sort your s**t out you big girl’ but they don’t seem to 
have much effect and we start to fear the worst for him 
and his future on this challenge. We continue to the 
summit of Elidir Fawr where we take stock of his options. 
We decide that he should continue with us for the time 
being to see if he picks up, but if he doesn’t then there is 
an easy escape after the next summit, Y Garn, down the 
Devils staircase towards Llyn Idwal and back to the hut. 
With this decision made we press on towards Y Garn. 

We start the short but steep climb to the Summit of Y 
Garn and it is clear that Phil is feeling no better. This will 
be his last summit before calling it a day and returning to 
the hut via the pre-planned escape route.  

Anyway, four become three and we press on up the steep 
scree ascent of Glyder Fawr. Because of the rough 
bouldery terrain of the summit plateaus of Glyder Fawr 
and Glyder Fach, and with the lack of sleep/man flu now 
catching up with me, I am having to concentrate really 
hard now to not turn an ankle or lose my balance on a 
loose boulder somewhere. I am also getting hungry and 
running low on water and we still have the 
ascent/descent of Tryfan to come before things get any 
easier….. I am not in a great place right now. 

The triumphant trio at Llyn y Cwn (Glyders) just before Phil 
Simpkin bails out.... sadly taking the camera with him. 

Suddenly, out of the blue, Craig who is still looking strong 
at this point perks up with ‘I have Jelly Babies’. I cannot 
stress enough ‘ADAM CRAIG, WHAT A LEGEND!!!’. I 
would never have believed that 2 or 3 fruit flavoured jelly 
sweets shaped in the form of small people could make 
such a difference, but it is them and them alone that 
“gave me the strength I needed to carry on” (reference 
Bear Grylls).  

The descent of the scree gully at the side of Bristly ridge 
could not end quickly enough… it was horrible!!! From 
there we made our way to the top of Tryfan and then 

We go up that 
**** big hill over 

there 
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down towards the Ogwen Valley and our next food and 
drink stop by way of the Heather terrace on the east side 
of Tryfan.  

It is now 3.30pm and we have 7 more summits of the 
Carnedds between us and the Holy Grail, Foel Fras, the 
final summit of the challenge. We tackle the steep ascent 
of Pen yr Ole Wen by passing Glan Dena mountain hut 
and making our way up towards Ffynnon Lloer, breaking 
off left about two thirds of the way up to tackle the 
scramble up the East Ridge. None of us had been on the 
Carnedds before and had heard that navigation can be 
tricky if the cloud base was low. Thankfully by now the 
cloud had lifted and we had a 360 degree view of North 
Wales and the rest of the route we had already covered 
earlier in the day… It was stunning! 

It had been windy all day, but we had been sheltered 
from it for a large part of the day because of the direction 
the wind was blowing, but up on the Carnedds we were 
very exposed. It was at our backs for a lot of the time, but 
when it wasn’t, especially on the traverse out to Yr Elen, 
it was so strong that it was hard to stay upright at times 
when it gusted. 

From the summit of Carnedd Llywelyn we got our first 
view of the finishing point and judging by the terrain 
between us and it, and despite Gough feeling quite worn 
out by now and Craig’s knee hurting, we pretty much 
knew the challenge was in the bag. 

At this point it occurred to Craig to ask whether we had 
taken Phil’s car keys off of him (it was Phil’s car that was 
waiting for us at the finish) before Phil had made the walk 
of shame back to the hut. Not wanting to miss an 
opportunity for a wind up, Gough immediately said that 
he had forgotten to ask for them (even though Craig was 
there when Phil handed them to Gough), and realising 

what was going on I also replied that I didn’t have them. 
From that point until we got back to the car we managed 
to convince Craig that Phil would realise his mistake and 
would be patiently waiting for us at the car to drive us 
home when we eventually got back to it, and that if he 
wasn’t there we could call a taxi or hitch back to the hut 
from the main road. A story that Craig accepted without 
question. 

So we pushed on from Carnedd Llywelyn, over the 
summits Foel Grach and Garnedd Uchaf then finally, at 
8.30pm up to the trig point on Foel Fras, our final summit 
of the challenge. A manly shake of hands all around and 
a celebration consisting of the last of the Jelly babies and 
some mixed fruit, and our thoughts turn to the 5 mile 
walk back to the car (that we didn’t have the keys 
for….honest!). 

We collected Gough’s car from Pen-y-Pass on our way 
back to the hut, and then walked in to a rapturous 
applause from our fellow club members, all of whom had 
a great understanding of the adversities we had clearly 
overcome in our success. A couple of congratulatory pats 
on the back (i.e. pints of beer), a shower, a bit of food 
later and we were off for a well-earned sleep and a draw 
of the curtains on a great day in the hills. 

I close by saying that I am so pleased to finally get the 
Monkey of my last failure off my back and have strongly 
vowed, along with my fellow successors to never wanting 
to do it again (although 2 days later, as I write this, with 
the ache in the legs almost gone and the pain of the day 
all but forgotten, if you are thinking of tackling the 
challenge yourself and want some company then I would 
certainly consider offering you my support… and I’m 
certain the two Adam’s would do the same!!!). 

Vince Slade 

… Moira composed the crossword.
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May 30-June 6th 2015      Glenbrittle Memorial Hut, 
Skye 
Adam Craig, Jennie Walker, Paul Turton, Alex Sharp, Alan 
Wilkinson, Moira Domican, Mel and Maryke Gosliga, Phil 
Simpkin, Fiona Broadbent, Jackie Verrinder, John Wilson, 
Goeff Bowles, Richard Winter, Stephen Beasley, Vince 
Slade, George Uhart, Barry Hawkins 

Nineteen ACC members in the hut were joined by “Bob 
and Pam in their van”, Kyle Craig (Adam’s brother) (31 
May -1st June),  Paul Matthews who stayed in the YHA, 
and for a few days, Julia Marty – a Spanish girl  who was 
also staying at the YHA. 

The weather was pretty awful for June and it felt as 
though we drove from summer at home into winter in 
Scotland.  The Trossachs had a good dusting of snow and 
Ben Nevis was pretty well covered! 

In spite of the weather,  everyone had a good share of 
Skye experiences,  with forest walks, VERY wet glen 
walks, lots of coastal walks and “the boys” did a fair 
amount of scrambling.  Wednesday was the only day that 
it looked possible for any chance of getting onto the ridge 
and there were several successful and enjoyable ascents 
of Sgùrr Dearg; Sgùrr na Banachdaich; Bruach na Frìthe,  
and the Inn Pin(only looking!) 

Snow had fallen on the ridge on Sunday morning,( a first 
in 40 years in June according to Jenny!) and there were 
plenty of snow fields left from the winter . 

Quote of the week from Bob Lee.  “I am glad that I 
remembered to take the Ostrich out of the fridge” !!  

Jenny’s birthday party rounded off a very enjoyable 
week.   Her memory of it, is on the next page.  

Jackie Verrinder 
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Despite probably the worst weather the Club has 
had on a Skye meet except one, when we had to 
take all our clothes onto the Uig ferry to Uist to 
dry out Arran sweaters and orange cags (no 
lightweight easy-dry layers in those days!) the 
magic of Skye wove its web round us yet again. 

The Memorial Hut has undergone an amazing 
refurbishment with a brand new kitchen, the old 
coal shed made into shelved storage and fridges, 
and brilliant new unisex showers and a drying 
room. 

The Ridge showed herself to the Skye virgins on 
arrival and even boasted a dusting of snow quite 
low down on Sunday morning.  Sadly the planned 
fishing trip had to be cancelled due to Sandy 
Ogilvy having to go to Inverness Hospital, but 
probably the gales, rain and cold wouldn’t have 
made for an enjoyable sea trip! 

The club has always given me a super birthday 
celebration, but this really excelled with a 
marvellous balloon decorated dinner.   

Super curries and famous Moira chocolate cake, 
plus champagne; and the fifth barrel of Uig beer 
just lasting the night!  To top it all, I was 
presented with a photo album of lots of happy 
memories with the ACC in the mountains.   Thank 
you all, and may the Club remain as special to all of 
you as it is to me.    

Jenny.

The report of Skye this year shows just how unpredictable 
mountain weather can be. We enjoy the mountains on a 
good day, but we can all think of situations where the 
weather has turned nasty, or light has faded before we 
are off the hills, and we call on experience and spare 
equipment (a headtorch, and/ or that extra layer of 
clothing that we were reluctant to put in our rucksack) to 
get us out of trouble. Generally it all ends well and we 
have a laugh about it in the pub as our teeth stop 
chattering and our wet clothes dry in front of a roaring 
fire.  

Potentially, problems when climbing can be more 
serious, so from time to time the ACC organises training 
courses for members. The most recent was a Ropework 
Masterclass course on Sunday 5th July at Green Park. 
After a slow take up initially, the course was well 
attended – although there was space for more.  

A big ‘Thank You’ to Alex for making the arrangements 
and to Moira, Jenny and Paul for organising the BBQ that 
followed. 

To cater for different levels of experience, two sessions 
were run concurrently: Essentials and Experienced. The 
‘essentials’ group covered ropework for scrambling and 
climbing – setting up belays, belaying etc.,  the sort of 
thing that is used all the time when using ropes. By 

contrast, the ‘experienced’ session focussed on 
techniques that one hopes never to need to use -  setting 
up a hoist arrangement to lift an injured or exhausted 
climber, and ‘escaping the system’. The latter sounds a 
bit like quitting your ‘nine to five’ job and going to live a 
self-sufficient lifestyle; it is in fact a way to remove 
yourself from a belay if you need to go and get help in an 
emergency.  

Whilst the Club organises 
courses such as this as a 
general refresher, it is 
still our responsibility as 
individual members, to 
ensure that we are 
competent for the 

mountain walking and climbing that we do on club meets. 

 As well as having appropriate ropework skills, it is also 
important to be dressed for the conditions. The following 
websites have some advice. Also there is a reminder on 
the back page about discounts at selected stores.  

https://www.thebmc.co.uk/safety-on-
mountains-booklet 

http://www.eryri-
npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/safety-advice 

Another Year of Skye Magic. 

Training - Ropework Masterclass 

https://www.thebmc.co.uk/safety-on-mountains-booklet
https://www.thebmc.co.uk/safety-on-mountains-booklet
http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/safety-advice
http://www.eryri-npa.gov.uk/visiting/walking/safety-advice
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trip reports 
5th to 7th December 2014.  
Bamford Bunkhouse,  Peak District. 

Sally Woodbridge, Nick Haine, Peter 
Collins, Paul Nurse, Vince Slade,  
Diccon Proctor,  Graham Field, 
Mel, Maryke, Julian and Raymond 
Gosliga, Pete Anderson, Allan 
Wilkinson. 

Sally and Nick did a circular walk 
from the top of Howden reservoir 
towards Bleaklow, passing the 
Barrow stones. Then they followed 
the Derwent as a small stream back 
to the car. They were rewarded by a 
close sighting of a white mountain 
hare. 

Pete Collins drove to Doctors Gate 
on the A57 then walked to Bleaklow 
Head and Bleaklow Stones. He went 
up Win Hill in the afternoon. 

Paul, Vince, Diccon and Graham 
climbed half a dozen routes at 
Stanage. Pete and Allan joined them 
later and seconded a couple of 
routes before the winter light faded. 

The Gosligas went from Edale up to 
Mam Tor and on to Rushup Edge, 
then across the dalehead towards 
Brown Knoll. Fortunately most of 
the bog was frozen apart from one 
spot which Raymond managed to 
locate! Then on to the Pennine Way 
at Jacobs Ladder and back to Edale. 

9th-11th January 2015 
Low House, Coniston, Lake District. 

Marc Davies, Moira Domican, Jenny 
Walker, Jackie Verrinder, Paul 
Turton, John Wilson, Mel and 
Maryke Gosliga, Adam Gough, Vince 
Slade, Val Lum, Bob Lee, Pete 
Anderson, Fiona Leach, John 
Waterhouse, Phil Parry, Alex Sharp, 
James Evett. 

Saturday 10th 
Jackie, Jenny, Mel and Maryke 
walked from the hut to Tarn Hows, 
Arnside and back. They had 
sunshine (little), hail (a lot), snow (a 
little) and plenty of wind [! Ed.]. All 

in all they concluded it was a good 
walk. 

Vince, Adam Gough and Marc Davies 
started out on a Grade 1 scramble 
on Long Crag Buttress. They then 
traversed around the Coppermine 
aiming for Low Water Beck, a Grade 
3 scramble. As this was soaking wet 
they proceeded up to a Grade 3 
scramble on Brim Fell. This finished 
on the ridge up to Old Man of 
Coniston where the wind nearly 
took them off their feet. They 
descended via the Coppermine 
path. 

Sunday 11th 
Bad weather again. Jackie, Mel and 
Maryke went to Cathedral Cavern 
and explored the cave and tunnel 
leading to the other side of the hill. 
Back via the tea shop at Skelwith 
Bridge to dry out! 

No other reports for this day. 

13th – 15th February 2015 
Casaig Fraith, Ogwen Valley, 
Snowdonia. 

Moira Domican, Jenny Walker, 
Phillip Simpkin, George Uhart, David 
Hyslop, Steve Newman, Jackie 
Newman, Graham Field, Barry 
Wright, Kay Luckman, Diccon 
Proctor, Paul Turton, Peter 
Anderson, Debbie Anderson, Mell 
Gosliga, Maryke Gosliga, Adam 
Craig, Alex Sharp, Alan Wilkinson, 
Adam Gough, Nick Haine, Sally 
Woodbridge, John Wilson, Bob Lee, 
Vince Slade, Fiona Broadbent, John 
Erwood, Nick Lovell, Chris Lovell, 
Matthew (Bob’s friend), Max 
Ingham, Paul Nurse, Foina Leach, Val 
Lum, James Evett. 

Saturday 14th. 
Nick Haine led Steve Newman, Fiona 
Broadbent and Paul Turton up the 
North Face of Tryfan and Bristly 
Ridge. Claggy, ice and great sport. ‘A 
grand day out’. 

Diccon and Paul Nurse went into the 
Nameless Cwm and climbed the left 
branch of Y gulley (grade 4 ) in full 

ice conditions and then a Grade 2 on 
the other side of the cwm. 
Pete Anderson, Nick Lovell, Jackie 
Newman and Sally Woodbridge 
walked up Cnicht from Creosor. 
Val and James walked the Carnedds. 

Fiona, Alan and Graham walked into 
the Nameless Cwm and did a snowy 
climb up to Y Gribbin, then on to 
Glyder Fach and down into the cwm 
to the East face of Tryfan. 

Bob, Alex and Dave Hyslop went up 
to Y Garn from Idwall then along the 
tops to Elidir Fawr. They then 
retraced their tracks to below Y Garn 
and down Llyn Cymion to the old 
road. Walking on snow, clear sky, 
but cold and windy. 

Sunday 15th 
Adam Gough, Adam Craig, Vince and 
Matthew went to the Nameless 
Cwm and practiced using crampons 
and ice axes, including ice axe 
arresting. 

Sally, Nick Haine and Steve Newman 
headed into the Nameless Cwm.  
Sally headed up the gully to the 
plateau, over to the Castle of the 
Winds then back down the Devil’s 
Kitchen.  Nick and Steve climbed the 
left branch of T Gully (grade 4).  

[Sally says they are there!] 

Fiona, Alan, Paul Nurse and Graham 
walked up to Capel Curig and back 
along the south side of the Ogwen 
Valley. 

Bob Alex and John Wilson went up 
to Glyder Fach via the ridge behind 
the hut and back the same way. 
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20th – 22nd March  2015  Grange 
Farm,  Skipton,  Yorkshire 

Moira Domican, Jenny Walker, 
Adam Craig, Vince Slade, Graham 
Fields, James Evett, Val Lum, Adam 
Gough, Fiona Leech, Celia Blakeway-
Phillips, Goeff Bowles, Maryke 
Gosliga, Raymond Gosliga, Bob and 
Pam Lee, Barry Wright, Kay 
Luckman, Nick Lovell, Chris Lovell, 
Jackie Newman. 

Saturday:  Moira, Graham, Val, 
James, Celia, Goeff and Raymond set 
off to do Buckden Pike and picked up 
Maryke and Jenny en route 
(becoming a group of ramblers!)  
rather windy on top so no hanging 
around...... 

Sunday:  Maryke, Raymond, James, 
Val and Celia drove to Malham.  
Walked up to Janet’s Cave, 
scrambled up the waterfall at 
Goredale Scar, and walked over to 
Malham Tarn for a lunch break.  
Reversed the walk back and found 
the first ice-cream of the year at 
Goredale Bridge!   

17th- 19th April 2015   Millennium 
Hostel,  Lawrenny, Pembrokeshire 

Chris and Nick Lovell, Barry Wright, 
Kay Luckman, Richard Lodge, Mel, 
Maryke and Raymond Gosliga, Fiona 
Broadbent, Moira Domican, Phillip 
Simpkin, Vince Slade,  Jenny Walker, 
Paul Nurse, John Wilson,and Phil 
Parry. 
(Rob Smith, Laurence Devaux, Steve 
Newman, John Errwood, Matt Jewell 
and Diccon Proctor were at Saddle 
Head.) 

Friday: Moira, Graham, Vince and 
Phil arrived at lunchtime and went 
off to Saddle Head where they 
climbed in rather chilly and overcast 
conditions. 

Saturday:  Jenny, Mel, Raymond and 
Maryke started at Lydsted and went 
to the point first, with good views 

over to Caldey Island.  Following the 
coast path to Manorbier and 
Swanlake Bay they then turned 
inland back to Manorbier and found 
a licensed tea shop!  A fantastic walk 
back in the sunshine. 

Paul N, Fiona, Alan, Phillip, Moira, 
Vince and Graham  set off to 
Flimstone Bay and did a couple of 
lovely climbs in glorious weather, 
the only drama being Vince’s wallet 
falling into the sea and being 
rescued by Graham! After climbing 
they abseiled down to the beach and 
finished a perfect day there. 

Sunday: Moira, Phil, Vince and 
Graham went up to St David’s for 
some more climbing.  After a tricky 
start they had some great climbs in 
wonderful weather. 

Mel, Maryke and Jenny had a 
beautiful walk from the hostel on 
the beach and in the fields, and saw 
primroses and purple orchids in the 
warm sunshine.  (Raymond opted 
for a day on his own) 

8th – 10th May  2015.  
Dalehead Bunkhouse, Edale. 

Pete Collins, Alex Sharp, Phil Parry, 
Jackie Verrinder, Paul Turton, Jenny 
Tilden-Walker, Mel, Raymond and 
Maryke Gosliga, Richard Lodge, 
Moira Domican, Adam Craig, Adam 
Gough, Graham Field, Phil Simpkin, 
Joanne Locke, John Wilson, Kay 
Luckman, Barry Wright, Vince Slade 

Saturday 9th Kinder Surprise! 

Alex, Jackie, Joanne, Kay, Barry, Mel 
and Maryke were skilfully led by Kay 
and Barry onto the Pennine Way and 
then up to Kinder Low. They kept 
coming across Phil, John and Richard 
who claimed to be walking fast and 
somehow got caught up... . Kinder 

Downfall was blowing upwards at 
times! Continued along the Pennine 
Way, down William Clough and onto 
the Kinder Reservoir. Back to the hut 
was across the bog of Brown Knowl, 
but Maryke was hoodwinked by Paul 
and Jenny to go back on the Pennine 
Way to the Hut. 

High Peak Loop – John, Richard and 
Phil were un-skilfully led to the 
Pennine Way and then up to Kinder 
Low. (Kept meeting the other lot 
who claimed to be slow!) Turned 
onto the Edge and went around 
Kinder and then, Fairbrook Naze, 
Seat Edge, and Seat Stones. Very 
hard walking. Then across Kinder to 
Ringing Roger, Nether Tor, Upper 
Tor, then back to the pub in Edale. 

Sunday 10th 

Richard and Jackie drove to Hope, 
Richard’s car having been ‘mended’ 
by Paul.  The car was declared fit to 
travel so they did Loose Hill, Man 
Tor, Castleton and back in cold and 
windy, but clear conditions.  
Finished at the Woodbine Cafe for 
tea. 

30th May – 6th June 2015. Scotland 
meet. Glenbrittle Memorial Hut, 
Skye.  

See report on pages 9 - 10 

19th – 21st  June 2015. Camping 
Meet Hope Valley, Peak District.  

Moira Domican & Cormac, Vince 
Slade, Graham Field, Val Lum, Matt 
Jewell, Adam Gough, Amy Kilpin, 
Nick Reed, Alex Sharpe,  John 
Erwood, Rob Smith,  Laurence 
Deveaux, Paul Nurse and family and 
future son-in-law, Barry Hawkins, 
Lynne Hawkins and Leila the dog. 

Sat 20th June.  Moira, Cormac, Vince,  
Graham, Amy,  John , Matt, Val, Alex 
and Adam went to Stanage and did 
lots of climbing.  Vince was on a 
mission to do “Heavens Crack” 
which was indeed heavenly if not a 
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bit strenuous!  Val did her one 
annual climb and then became the 
club’s official photographer. They 
met up with Paul and family and a 
good day was had by all. 

Rob, Loz, Nick and Leila the dog did 
a circular walk starting at the Pub.  
Rob won the toss to take a short cut 
and led them over the moors.  It 
turned out to have taken them 
longer than if they hadn’t taken it! 
They got a bit lost and  “trespassed” 
on some private ground but got back 

to the pub in time for a coffee having 
had a great day with fab company. 

17th  – 19th  July 2015. Caseg Fraith, 
Ogwen Valley, Snowdonia 

Hut:  Peter & Debbie Anderson, Phil 
Parry, Jenny T-W, Adam Gough, 
Fiona Leach, Vince Slade, Alex 
Sharp, Adam Craig, Paul Turton, 
Graham Field, Mel & Maryke, 
Raymond, Julian plus Julian's 
girlfriend Carriad , Barry & Kay, Nick 
& Chris Lovell, Jon Erwood, Gary 
Sparkes (plus daughter Nicola), 
Mark Bonham and Phil Simpkin. 

Camping: Simon Randall, Hannah & 
Phil (Barry's daughter & her 
husband), Bob & Pam, Rob & 
Lawrence (B&B Saturday only) 

On Saturday, Jenny, Fiona Hinton 
and Maryke did a traverse of 
Barmouth High Street with lunch 
stop, to then venture all the way to 
Abergynolwyn to visit Martyn and 
Yvonne Jones.  

Phil walked over the road, up the 
Water Board track and ascended Y 

Braich and then on to Carnedd 
Llewelyn, Carnedd Dafyydd and Pen-
yr Ole Wen. Lovely cloud-free day. 

Saturday evening saw a good and 
varied meal, organised by Jenny, and 
despite some technical difficulties 
with the oven door falling apart and 
the beer starting to run low, the 
huge amount of food soon 
disappeared (helped along with 
copious amount of 'mountain 
rescue' beer and other beverages).  

Musical entertainment was 
provided by Bob Lee and Pete 
Anderson; good songs to get us 
going...  

On the Sunday morning Vince had a 
determined attempt at the first 
ascent of the Caseg Fraith Yard 
route. We did not find out on the 
day whether he managed, especially 
after the big day on Saturday. [see 
report on pages 6 - 8].  

Mel, Raymond and Maryke went for 
a stroll around Llyn Ogwen and Cym 
Idwall from the hut. 

Thanks to Jackie Verrinder for the 
meets reports.  

… and a few extras from Facebook
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Desert Islands Climbs Nick Haine’s Choice 

Port Wine, VS 4c, Blacknor, 
Portland 
Where it all started for me, long 
before Portland’s sport climbing 
boom and in the days when you 
could guarantee that you would 
probably have the whole island to 
yourselves. Many of the Portland’s 

trad routes have now been lost to indiscriminate bolting and 
those that remain have probably not been climbed in years 
(quite wisely). We were full of youthful enthusiasm in those 
days and thought nothing of cycling the 6 miles to Portland 
with a sack full of climbing kit just for an evenings’ sport. The 
west coast is a great place to spend a summer evening, the 
warm rock glowing as the sun sets over Devon. 

Pull My Daisy (E2 5c), Rainbow Slab, Dinorwig Slate Quarries 
For a man made feature the Rainbow Slab is an incredible 
piece of rock. Pull My Daisy is one of the easier routes with a 
well protected but technical bottom section that ends at a big 
metal spike, protruding from the slab at roughly half height. 
This is the last protection so you tie it off with a big sling, take 
a deep breath and summon up the courage for the remaining 
20 metres. Fortunately, although there is one hard move a 
couple of metres above the spike (which I very nearly fell off) 
the climbing does become progressively easier as height is 
gained. 

Ten Degrees North E2, 5b,5c,5b - Plexus Buttress of Dinas 
Mot, Llanberis Pass 
Ten Degrees North is just one of a number of high quality 
routes that weave their way up the Plexus buttress. Climbed 
during my first family meet back in ’98 with Steve and 
Rowland, it offers up 3 pitches each of which suited our 
particular specialities. Ro took the lead on bold slab, I got the 
technical groove and Steve took on the steep crack at the top. 

Sergeyenna E1 5b, Chee Tor, Peak District 
Back in 1989 as a fresh faced 18 year old I signed up for 
Manchester Poly climbing club and the very same afternoon 
found myself swinging around on the end of a rope, with my 
arms bulging trying to second a steep and polished Stoney 
Middleton E4.  Fortunately not all Peak Limestone is like this 
and over the following year we spent many an evening 
enjoying the more intricate, less in your face, climbing found 
on the amazing Chee Tor. Down in the very depths of the 
valley, with the river, the ash trees and the rhubarb island it 
has a certain mystical quality. Sergeyenna is by no means the 
best route on the crag, not even the best E1, but success came 
with something of a struggle making it all the more 
memorable. 

M1, E1 5b, Unknown Buttress, Avon Gorge 
In terms of ambience then this couldn’t be much further from 
the location of the previous route. On the edge of the city 
with the traffic speeding past just a couple of metres from the 
bottom. My first proper extreme lead (after several failures) 
and therefore something of a milestone. 

Bachelor’s Left Hand, HVS 5b, 
Hen Cloud  
A masterpiece of natural 
sculpture has resulted in a 
route of amazing variety yet 
consistent difficulty. The 
technical jamming crack, the 
juggy traverse, the blank wall 
with the hidden pocket 
followed by the wide crack and 
bulging finish. At 24m it’s long 
for a natural grit route and as 
with most Hen Cloud HVS’s is 
no push over. 

Proposterous Tales E2 5b, Bosherton Head, Pembroke 
This route was graded HVS when we did it back in 1999 and 
our resulting epic is well documented in a much earlier 
edition of ACC news so I won’t go into too much detail here. 
Suffice to say I ended up climbing the first traverse pitch 3 
times and finished the route with a different partner than I 
started.  Not bad for a day that started with the mother of all 
hangovers. 

Pigs on the Wing, HVS 5a, Triple Overhang Buttress, 
Pembroke 
Another less than conventional Pembroke classic that goes 
sideways through some unlikely territory. A big roof above 
your head, a lot of air beneath your feet and an amazing 
hanging belay out on the edge of nowhere. Worth the grade 
for the exposure alone. 

Necronomicon 6a, Vilanova de Meia, Spain 
Although the majority of sport routes are instantly 
forgettable I thought I should include at least one in this list 
especially as in recent years the vast majority of my climbs 
have been in this category. This multi-pitch route takes on the 
right hand side of the amazing Roca dels Arcs. The early 
pitches are economically bolted but the main highlight is the 
superb imposing headwall which is fortunately furnished with 
a plentiful supply of comforting jugs. 

Normal Route, Spitzkoppe, Namibia 
A true desert route on the Matterhorn of Africa. The granite 
peak of Spitzkoppe rises some 700m from the surrounding 
Namib desert with the normal route involving a combination 
of scrambling and caving topped off with 5 pitches of actual 
climbing up slabs and cracks.  The sense of isolation is rather 
sobering (no rescue here) and the views from the summit are 
absolutely stupendous. 
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20th January 2015 
Moira ran through the bookings for the year.  The January 
meet had been a sell-out requiring a change of venue to 
Caseg Fraith to accommodate all who had signed up. This 
prompted discussion about the size of huts to book, how to 
allocate places in the case of over-subscribed meets, and 
the priority for potential members vs existing members.  

Paul N had made good progress with the 2016 bookings 
with several huts booked and options for the others 
identified.  

Alex reported on membership. The figures stood at 54 adult 
members + 2 students.   

Arrangements for the slide show on 30th March were 
finalised.  

Jenny had written to District Council, Parish Council and 
National Park regarding the zip wire proposal mentioned by 
Richard Winter at the AGM.  

28th  April 2015 
Once again meets bookings were the main item on the 
agenda. There was a clarification of the procedure for 
‘names out of a hat’ in the event of further over-
subscription of meets. Moira had completed bookings for 
the remainder of huts for 2015. Paul N had all of 2016 meets 
booked, or requested,  apart from October and December.  

Peter reported that the club is marginally in credit for the 
year on meets income and expenditure. Meets have 
continued to be well attended.  Membership numbers have 
increased to 71 adult members.  

Richard was planning a newsletter for the spring. [Hmmm, 
it is a bit late then! Ed]  Moira was thanked for getting ACC 
into the world of social media. Alex had researched options 
for a rope skills course. [Held on Sunday 5th July.] 

The issue of minimum kit requirements for meets was 
discussed. It was agreed to include advice from the BMC 
website in the next newsletter.  

The AGM was attended by 23 members, 12 apologies were 
received. Jenny welcomed all to the meeting, and offered a 
vote of thanks to the committee for the previous year.  

Paul Turton noted the change in membership year, this 
being the second AGM in the calendar year. He explained 
that in future AGMs will be in November to bring our 
membership year in line with the BMC.   

Peter reported the accounts to be stable, as a result of good 
attendance at meets. This may have been boosted by a 10% 
rise in paid-up members in the year. Despite a small 
increase in BMC membership for the first time in 6 years, 
ACC membership will be unchanged. 

Regarding the meets bookings, Paul Nurse administered the 
bookings for 2014, whilst Moira Domican booked huts for 
2015 and some early bookings for 2016.  

Moira outlined the 2015 bookings, and reminded members 
to book early for Skye. [good advice, since it was a sell-out. 
Ed.]  The Cairngorms are the proposed venue for 2016. 
Members were asked for suggestions for the 2016 meets.  

Jenny kindly continued to cover the vacant Social Secretary 
role. She confirmed that the club calendar will be printed 
again this year, and that a few spaces were available at the 

Christmas Dinner. More contributions/contributors were 
encouraged for the slide shows 

In absentia, Richard noted the third newsletter for the year 
was about to be published and thanked those who had 
contributed material. Thanks were given to Moira for 
promoting the Facebook Group.  A request was made for 
photographs from meets to be put on Yahoo or Facebook.   

Jenny’s role as president was ratified and the committee 
[see list on the back page], was re-elected, by a show of 
hands.  There had been no proposals for consideration at 
the AGM. The retiring committee had recommended that 
the membership fee etc remained unchanged.  

Under AOB, Moira reminded members that despite the 
voting on Yahoo, which helps to give advance notice of 
probable meets attendance, the actual “booking in” still 
takes place on the Monday before at the pub  along with 
payment, lift arrangements, and potentially ‘names out of a 
hat’.  

Finally, regarding the proposed Glenridding Zip Wire, 
Richard Winter informed members of a ‘poll’ where 
objections can be registered   He offered to put the link on 
Facebook. The meeting closed at 8:55pm. 

committee news 

AGM 23rd November 2014 



Committee 
Members
Chairman Paul Turton 01844 238518
President Jenny Walker 01296 713269
Secretary Val Lum 01844 345727
Treasurer Pete Anderson 01844 260712
Meets 2015 Moira Domican 07887 750 500 
Meets 2016 Paul Nurse 01869 369242
Membership Alex Sharp 0775 3686364
Communications Richard Andrews 01494 526645
Ordinary Member Bob Lee 01296 651308
Social Vacant

Various members of the club climb at local
climbing walls on weekday evenings. On
Thursdays a regular group can be found at
Oxford Brookes and club members are also
visiting Milton Keynes on Friday evenings.
If you are interested in joining us then post
a message on the Yahoo group to find out
who’s going where. On the last Friday of
the month we also do a climb and curry in
Milton Keynes. Climbing at Big Rock from
7ish before retiring to the Purple Mango at
around 9. Please contact Alex, or watch
the posts on Yahoo, if you wish to join us.

Club Discounts
Cotswold
(Milton Keynes, Bicester, St Albans) and 
all other branches
www.cotswoldoutdoor.co.uk
Use your club membership card for 15% 
discount. Please note new  discount 
code AF-ACC
The Outdoor Shop, Milton Keynes. 
MK12 6HS www.theoutdoorshop.com
Your club card entitles you to
approximately 20% off the SRP off most 
items (excluding maps, books or fuel).

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events, 
photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and club visit Yahoo!
and Facebook and the website

Please send suggestions to me at 
trandrews@gmail.com.

Thanks to Jenny, for the suggestion for the 
last Caption: 
•Philip, pointing “You came up that way?!”
•[Moira, “Err… Yes, I was following Richard”. 
Ed.]

Newsletter Contributions
All contributions for the newsletters are welcome, articles, or other 
contributions what would interest members are welcome. Please send any 
material to Richard at: trandrews@gmail.com or ring me. 
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors 
and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the committee or 
the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole

Caption Competition

www.acc.org.uk Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

Safety Reminder

The ACC does not have a dress code for meets, but does take seriously the
importance of being appropriately dressed on the mountains. Clothing
does not need be colour-coordinated, but it does need to protect you from
the elements – particularly in winter.
If you want to climb, have a harness, helmet, and prussic loops. In winter
conditions (which can be any time of year in the UK!) warm clothing and a
waterproof layer is a must. You know your metabolism, so there is no
standard list of kit, but this is just a reminder to bring and use appropriate
equipment, clothing and food and drink to suit you and what you need for
a day in the mountains.
In case you are not aware, club members can get discounts at the shops
listed. So do take advantage of them. Stay Safe.

http://www.bigrockclimbing.co.uk/
http://www.purplemangomk.co.uk/
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/aylesburyclimbingclub/info
https://www.facebook.com/groups/aylesburyclimbingclub/
http://www.acc.org.uk/
mailto:trandrews@gmail.com
http://www.acc.org.uk/
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